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Piano

rubato express, Solo

Allegro (M.M. \( \frac{\text{4}}{\text{4}} = 112 \))
Loop or perc starts hand claps

All singers

\( \text{gradually cresc} \)
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world is a coat of many colors,

The

Prism always changes but the light remains the same.

Light remains the same.
Many colors, many shadows are we!

1. Hear the song we
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sing, we are dancing even as we fly on the wings of

hope eternal as the sky.
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Let your voice ring out, with the others running on the

wind for the spirit lives inside of ev'ry heart.

running, spirit lives in side our heart.
The world is a coat of many colors,

brum bum paw!

ev'ry facet of the rainbow.

The prism always changes but the
light remains the same. Many colors, many shadows are we! The

The world is a coat of many colors, every facet of the

The world is a coat of many colors,
rainbow. The prism always changes but the light remains the same.

every facet of the rainbow. The prism always changes but the colors, every facet of the world is a coat of many colors,

Many colors, many shadows are we! (The) light remains the same. Many colors, many

prism always changes but the light remains the same. Many colors, many rainbow. The prism always changes but the light remains the same.
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Many colors, many shadows are we! (The)

Are we, are we, are we!